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Price: 699,900€  Ref: ES173660

Villa

Finestrat

3

3

330m² Build Size

505m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

A new project of luxury villas. Only 15 villas with the best views and stunning design!The

luxury villas in Finestrat, Benidorm that you mention sound stunning. With 3-4 bedrooms

and 3 bathrooms, they offer a spacious and comfortable living space. The excellent

finishes and top qualities, including Porcelanosa materials, guarantee a high level of

luxury and durability.The presence of a private pool adds an upscale and relaxing touch.

The ability to have a lift is a very convenient feature, especially for properties with

multiple levels. Additionally, having a finished basement offers additiona...(Ask for More

Details!)
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A new project of luxury villas. Only 15 villas with the best views and stunning design!The luxury villas in

Finestrat, Benidorm that you mention sound stunning. With 3-4 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms, they offer a

spacious and comfortable living space. The excellent finishes and top qualities, including Porcelanosa

materials, guarantee a high level of luxury and durability.The presence of a private pool adds an upscale and

relaxing touch. The ability to have a lift is a very convenient feature, especially for properties with multiple

levels. Additionally, having a finished basement offers additional space for different uses, such as a cinema,

game room, or home gym.In terms of investment, this property seems to be an excellent option in the area of

Finestrat, Benidorm. The combination of high-end features, desirable location and customisation possibilities

make these villas very attractive for both permanent residence and holiday rental. Undoubtedly, an

investment that promises a luxury lifestyle and a significant return in the future.This exclusive project is

located in Benidorm-Finestrat and offers privileged views and all the atmosphere of an effervescent city,

famous for its beaches, leisure, shops and its great cultural and gastronomic offer.Located just 30 minutes

from Alicante International Airport and the high-speed train station.Special Offer Launch marketing (until

10/5/2024)Indoor + Outdoor Led Light PackKitchen Appliances PackScreensAir Conditioning Engines

(Ground Floor + 1st Floor)
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